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Presentation Notes
Thank you for having me.  I’m delighted to participate in this very important conference. Plan for this brief talk – Describe a little history of how short messaging systems – twitter/wireless – have evolved for disaster communication.Talk about why this is important. – link to Grace Hopper – it takes a human being to think through these problems We know how to design messages for these devices so that they are “effective” We draw from sociological theory that tells us how people perceive information and make decisions under imminent threatI’m going to teach you what a good warning message looks like.  If you are going to work in the field of Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security, and Cybersecurity, knowing how to communicate effectively is really important.    



How do we get from this… To this?  

Goal of a warning message



Start from theory about human 
behavior in disaster.  

Protective Action Decision Model
Warning Response Model 



Behavioral Response: 
Evacuate

Shelter-in Place
Move to Shelter

Information Sharing

Lindell and Perry 2004

Physical Abilities; Socio-
economic status

Experience
Knowledge

Roles/responsibilities

Decision-making 
process

Protective Action Decision Model

Message Content

Information Channels

Information Sources

Social Context

Environmental Cues
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Receive
Pay attention
Understand

Believe (Severity)
Personalize (Susceptibility)
Decide (Efficacy Decision)

Confirmation
Milling (Risk Information Seeking)

Shift from perception of safety to 
perception of risk

Behavioral 
Response

Message Received

Mileti and Sorensen, 1990

Warning-Response Model
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Message received must include message is attended to.  People have to pay attention to the message before they will begin to process the message contents. 



Message Content that Matters

Hazard
Risk information about: What it is, 

what are the consequences, its 
severity

Time
To complete action; to get an 

update

Guidance
Efficacy information: 

What to do; how; why 

Location
Risk information 

about: Population that 
is susceptible

Source
Credibility and context
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Add clip art forHazardGuidance – actions to takeSource – Location – mapTime 



Do these messages meet the standards? 
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What is NOT included in each of these messages that would make them better?  Why?  



Messages are getting longer…
Tweets are no longer 140 characters (now 280)

WEAs are no longer limited to 90 characters (now 360)
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What can be done to improve behavioral 
response to short messages?

Understanding
Believing
Personalizing
Deciding

Increase

Information seeking 
delays action.  

DecreaseInformation 
seeking
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We can improve message design 
by drawing from research
Design matters: it can affect message attention 
Contents matter: they affect message perceptions and behavioral intent 



Message design that affects
Attention/Saliency 
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The use of color:
To identify ordinal levels of risk (green, yellow, red) 
Red is perceived as having the highest risk

The use of text style:
ALL CAPS (to ‘yell’ at message readers)
Different fonts

The inclusion of icons/symbols
Can be cues to action; require interpretation from message receiver

Include images
To capture reader attention (in addition to text)
Images may promote perception of risk; increase understanding of threat 
and protective actions; increase awareness of location 



Message Content that Affects 
Understanding

Avoid abbreviations and acronyms:
US DHS, CDC, CAL OES, USFS, or PDT/MDT

Clearly identify the threat:
what is the threat?
what is the potential impact?

Provide specific information about populations at risk/ locations of 
impact:

Avoid broad, nonspecific geographic areas, e.g., “Denver,” 
“Washington DC”, or “this area” 
Not all message receivers will understand the dissemination methods 
of the technology

Maps accompany clearly stated location information:
should be clear, readable, and understandable to the population at 
risk



Message Content that Affects 
Believing 

Send messages from a known and trusted source.

Clearly identify the source name:  
avoid abbreviations or acronyms if possible

Send imminent threat messages sparingly: 
use WEA under conditions that warrant immediate population 

knowledge and action. 

Ensure messages accurately reflect:
The seriousness of the event 
The time of the event 



Message Content that Affects 
Personalizing 

Clearly indicate the seriousness of the event
Imminent danger, immediate evacuation, urgent, critical, and now

Action words indicate the need to take protective action 
Go, run, take cover

Use unambiguous action words and phrases:
For example: use “close all doors and windows” in place of “shelter in 
place”. Or “leave the coast immediately” in place of “evacuate”

Include specific and detailed location information:
local, familiar landmarks that are easily identifiable



Message Content that Affects 
Deciding and Milling  

Messages that are clear, 
specific, and certain. 

Messages that are complete, 
unambiguous, and give specific 
actionable instruction 

Reduce time spent looking for more information to: 
• confirm threat  
• actions to take  
• actions being taken by others.



Well Designed Messages
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EMERGENCY ALERT
Lexington Emergency Management: 
Active shooter reported at the 
Downtown Public Library on Main 
Street. Law Enforcement is on the 
scene now. Leave the building or area 
immediately. If you cannot leave the 
area, shelter in place and silence cell 
phones. Wait for updates.

Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

360-character WEA



Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

280-character Tweet 



Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

280-character tweet



Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

280-character tweet



Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

280-character tweet



Can you identify: 

Design features

Source
Hazard
Location
Protective Action
Time 

What is missing?
What can be improved?

280-character tweet



A few suggestions for honing your craft…

• Identify your threats 
• Develop message templates for each threat (potential impacts, 

likely severity, and protective actions)
• Practice writing under limited time conditions

• Watch twitter to see if you can identify good messages
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For more warning message resources, go to my website: 

www.Jeannettesutton.com
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